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"Ultimate Beats Volume 2" raises the bar
even higher with even more sounds and
loops. than its very popular predecessor.

These two options sound absolutely great and
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deserve attention. "Ultra The Beat 2" This
new collection features the widest range of
sounds from which you can compose the

most diverse music, both conventional and
original. In addition to the usual six guitar
loops of "Liverpool Beat", there are also

twelve incredible analog, beat and digital-
analog riffs, including the famous "Black
Sabbath" with Thom Yorke's inimitable

backing vocals. Fans of John Lennon will
surely appreciate this collection! Levels 2

Ultracity will once again delight its fans with
new sounds and new and varied tracks. This
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edition features not just a sliding forward
version, but also an expanded set of 31
songs, which include tracks from the

legendary "Sweet Home Alabama" and never-
before-seen songs "Hot Hot Hot", "Magical
Mystery Tour" and "Fat Bottomed Girls". ".
Third Ear Revelations The third collection,

replenished with fifteen new versions of
famous compositions, includes a unique mix
of more than 40 tracks of different genres

dedicated to listening to music. You can hear
songs from styles as diverse as jazz,

psychedelic rock, heavy metal and hardcore
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metal. There are in the collection both
groovy dance tracks, and the most tender

ballads, and many other interesting
compositions. With countless little tricks and
tricks that keep adding new variations on the
same theme, you can play almost any song in
Third Ear, as they are all different versions

of the same song. The third Ear
Reverberations will give you incredible
lightness and pleasant relaxation while

listening to tracks. "Third EAR
Reverbations" contains a wide enough range

of sounds in which you can recreate any
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song. You can also assemble a unique mix
from this collection, adding new sounds to

your favorite tracks that were not included in
other sets. Each set is suitable for playing a

variety of musical instruments. The ability to
individually select each of the tracks will

allow you to play all day on one
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